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whistleblower then. But I don't have a doubt it
would. ~~~ golemotron > But I don't have a

doubt it would. You're not having doubts if you
don't really know what the problem is. ~~~ rdl

Not having doubt = having no reason to question
it. There is a very real problem of "well, the

company made some misrepresentations", but
"the incentives are all wrong" is not something

you end up with easily without the whistleblower
playing his hand. ~~~ golemotron > There is a
very real problem of "well, the company made

some > misrepresentations", but "the incentives
are all wrong" is not something you > end up with
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easily without the whistleblower playing his hand.
You can't really believe that companies are
innocent of making misrepresentations on

purpose. It's simply too easy to shade the facts.
~~~ rdl Probably, but I also know they make

some mistakes in inevitable reality. ------
RickJWagner Legitimate whistleblowers should be

applauded and protected. 6d1f23a050
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